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A frequency-modulated continuous-wave (FMCW) lidar is demonstrated with heterodyne detection. The lidar trans-
mitter utilizes an electro-optic I∕Qmodulator for the first time to generate carrier-suppressed and frequency-shifted
FMmodulation. This eliminates the need for an acousto-optic frequency shifter commonly used in heterodyne lidar
transmitters. It also allows the use of a much wider modulation bandwidth to improve the range resolution. The
capability of complex optical field modulation of the I∕Qmodulator provides an additional degree of freedom com-
pared with an intensity modulator, which will benefit future lidar applications. © 2012 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 060.2300, 280.3640, 120.4640.

Lidar systems have beenwidely used formeasuring range,
velocity, vibration, and air turbulence [1–3]. Coherent de-
tection has become a major detection mechanism in lidar
systems because of the much improved receiver sensitiv-
ity compared with direct detection. While homodyne de-
tection is susceptible to the phase noise of the optical
carrier and the associated signal fading, heterodynedetec-
tion is a more robust detection scheme for many practical
lidar systems [4,5]. In a heterodyne receiver, mixing
between the optical signal and the local oscillator (LO)
shifts the optical signal to an intermediate frequency
f IF. In practical implementation of a lidar system, the sig-
nal and the LO are usually split from the same laser. While
the signal is modulated by an electro-optic modulator, the
LO has to go through an acousto-optic modulator (AOM)
to create the required frequency shift f IF. In addition to the
increased complexity, the frequency shift of an AOM is
usually not more than 1 GHz. Although the bandwidth
of a practical electro-optic modulator can be higher than
40 GHz, to avoid spectral aliasing, the usable modulation
bandwidth of a heterodyne detection lidar is limited by the
IF frequency, which is determined by the AOM. In recent
years, the rapid advance in coherent fiber-optic commu-
nication has created high-speed electro-optic in-phase/
quadrature (I∕Q) modulators, which are capable of mod-
ulating the amplitude and the phase of the optical carrier
independently. Despite the popular application of I∕Q
modulators in optical communication systems, their appli-
cation in lidar has not been reported.
In this paper, we demonstrate a frequency-modulated

continuous-wave (FMCW) lidar system using heterodyne
detection. An I∕Q modulator is used to simultaneously
generate the linear FM chirp required for pulse compres-
sion and the IF frequency shift required for heterodyne
detection. Therefore, the optical frequency of the LO
does not have to be shifted, and the AOM is not required.
Based on a commercial transmitter originally designed
for a 10 Gb∕s optical communication system, the lidar
system allows unprecedented chirping bandwidth to en-
sure the fine range resolution, while the optical system
configuration is simplified.
For an FMCW lidar system [6], a linear frequency chirp

is applied across each optical pulse. The range resolution

Rres is determined by the chirping bandwidth, while the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is determined by the inte-
grated pulse energy through pulse compression. In the
lidar transmitter, intensity modulation is applied on the
optical signal, and its frequency linearly increases from
f 1 to f 2 within each optical pulse of duration T . For range
measurement, the signal deflected from the target has a
round-trip time delay Δt, which corresponds to a con-
stant frequency shift f R. This frequency shift can be mea-
sured, which is related to the range R by [7]

f R � �f 2 − f 1�Δt∕T � 2BR∕�cT�; (1)

where B � f 2 − f 1 is the chirping bandwidth and c is the
speed of light. While the range resolution Rres � c∕�2B�
depends only on the chirping bandwidth, the range
accuracy is determined by both B and SNR, as σR �
Kc∕�B

����������
SNR

p
� where K is a proportionality factor

depending on the chirp waveform [8].
Figure 1 shows the block diagram of the proposed lidar

system with coherent heterodyne detection. In this sys-
tem, the CW source laser is split into two parts: One is
used as the LO, and the other is modulated through an
electro-optic I∕Q modulator. The RF chirp waveform
from a synthesizer is split into the I and the Q compo-
nents and fed to the I∕Q modulator. By properly setting
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the simplified heterodyne detection
lidar system based on an I∕Q modulator.
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the DC bias of the modulator, the optical carrier can be
suppressed, and the chirp signal can be loaded onto
either the upper or the lower optical sideband. The cen-
ter of the sideband is equivalent to an IF frequency f IF �
�f 1 � f 2�∕2 Then the single sideband optical signal is
amplified by an EDFA before sending to the telescope.
In the receiver, the backscattered optical signal from

the target is combined with the LO in an optical coupler
and detected by a balanced photodiode. The heterodyne
RF spectrum centralized at f IF is selected by an RF
bandpass filter (BPF) and then mixed with the original
chirp waveform to find the differential frequency f R
through signal processing so that the target range can
be determined.
As illustrated in Fig. 1, an I∕Q modulator consists of

two Mach—Zehnder (MZ) intensity modulators, one on
each arm of a MZ interferometer, with a DC phase shifter
between the two arms. For FMCW lidar operation, the
two voltage waveforms used to drive the I and Q arms
of the modulator within each optical pulse (0 ≤ t ≤ T) are

VI�t� � VD cos
�
2πf 1t� π f 2 − f 1

T
t2
�
; (2)

VQ�t� � VD sin
�
2πf 1t� π f 2 − f 1

T
t2
�
; (3)

where VD is the amplitude of the driving voltage signal.
Assume the optical frequency of the CW laser is f 0, the
intensity modulators of I and Q branches are both biased
at the null point, and the phase shifter is biased at the
quadrature point, the optical field at the modulator out-
put is [9]

E0�Es

�
sin

�πVI�t�
Vπ

�
cos�2πf 0t��sin

�πVQ�t�
Vπ

�
sin�2πf 0t�

�
;

(4)

where Es is the constant input optical field and Vπ is the
voltage required for the transfer function to change from
the minimum to the maximum for each intensity modu-
lator. Equation (4) can be linearized when VD∕Vπ ≪ π, so
that

E0 ≈ Es cos
�
2πf 0t −

�
2πf 1t� π f 2 − f 1

T
t2
��

: (5)

This is a carrier-suppressed single-sideband optical sig-
nal with the central frequency shift f IF � �f 2 � f 1�∕2
from the optical carrier frequency f 0. In general, either
the upper or the lower optical sideband can be generated
by setting the phase shift at �π∕2 or −π∕2.In our experi-
ment, the lidar transmitter is built based on a Ciena
commercial optical transmitter originally designed for
10 Gb∕s optical transmission with electronic domain pre-
compensation (eDCO) [9]. This transmitter is equipped
with two 21.42 GS∕s digital-to-analog converters (DAC)
with 6-bit resolution. An on-board digital memory is avail-
able with 215 bits in length so that the maximum period of
the arbitrary waveform that can be generated by this

transmitter is 1.5298 μs. The I∕Q modulator used in
the system has 10 GHz modulation bandwidth. To fit
for coherent detection, we have used a tunable laser with
a 100 kHz linewidth (Agilent 81642A) as the light source,
and the wavelength was set at 1549.54 nm in the experi-
ment. The chirp signal is digitally generated and loaded
to the onboard memory. The digital waveforms are con-
verted to analog format through the DACs to drive the
I∕Q modulator after RF amplification.

At the receiver, the optical signal reflected from the
target is mixed with the LO at a photodiode with
30 GHz bandwidth. In order to investigate the optical and
the RF down-conversion processes, a real-time oscillo-
scope (LeCory 8600A) with a 20 Gs∕s sampling rate is
used immediately after the RF pre-amplifier, so that
the IF signal after heterodyne detection can be digitally
recorded and processed. Because the major purpose of
this work is to demonstrate the heterodyne system using
I∕Qmodulator, we used a 20 m fiber delay line in place of
the telescope in the experiment to avoid the complication
due to free-space optical coupling and the associated
power and range uncertainty.

Figure 2 shows an example of the optical spectra
measured by an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) with
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Fig. 2. Optical single sideband modulated signal and
optical LO.

Fig. 3. Heterodyne IF spectra withB� 100 MHz (a),B�2GHz
(b), and B � 4.3 GHz (c).
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0.01 nm resolution, which includes the LO and the
carrier-suppressed single-sideband optical signal with a
4 GHz chirp bandwidth at f IF � 3 GHz. The power sup-
pression ratio of the opposite modulation sideband is
>25 db. Figure 3 shows the received heterodyne IF
spectra recorded by the real-time oscilloscope for three
different chirping bandwidths of 100 MHz, 2 GHz, and
4.3 GHz, respectively. A raised cosine window function
was applied to the chirping signal to minimize the edge
effect. In the time domain, the pulse repetition rate is
1.5298 μs, determined by the length of the digital mem-
ory, and the pulse width of the optical signal is chosen
as T � 0.6884 μs in the experiment.

In order to obtain the target range information, the
recorded IF signal is bandpass filtered and digitally mixed
with the original chirp waveform for frequency down-
conversion. Figure 4 shows the spectra of the down-
converted signals corresponding to three different
chirping bandwidths of the optical signal. The top and
bottomhorizontal axes indicate the frequency and the cor-
responding target range, respectively, calculated from
Eq. (1). Although all threemeasurements predict the same
length of 20m for the fiber delay line, their spectral widths
are different, which represent the range resolution.

The 3 dB spectral widths in Figs. 4(a), 4(b), and 4(c)
indicate the range resolutions of 89 cm, 4.7 cm, and
2.3 cm, corresponding to the chirping bandwidths of
100 MHz, 2 GHz, and 4.3 GHz, respectively. For all three
measurements shown in Fig. 4, a relatively high signal
optical power (approximately −20 dBm) was used to en-
sure sufficiently high SNR so that the range resolution
can be accurately measured.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated a simplified
coherent heterodyne lidar system using an electro-optic
I∕Q odulator. Carrier-suppressed single-sideband modu-
lation eliminated the need for an AOM for carrier
frequency shift. It also allowed full utilization of modula-
tor bandwidth to achieve fine range resolution. The abil-
ity of complex optical field modulation provided an
additional degree of freedom, which can be used in both
FMCW and short-pulse lidar systems. Although our mea-
surements were conducted in a fiber delay line setup, the
operation principle can be readily extended to free-space
applications such as lidar velocity measurements with
direction discrimination.
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